


 

 

 

Welcome to our Summer Devotional book, Love and Gratitude. I would like to thank all those who 
were able to write for our summer devotion’s booklet. It has been a pleasure for me to be in con-
tact with so many of our church family. I do miss you and reading with you each day makes me feel 
closer to you. 

We have so much to be thankful for. Shelagh has said we are an “Easter people”, and that shows 
through the writings. 

We are thankful for our church family and those who have worked so faithfully with weekly ser-
vices, letters and phone calls. Please stay safe, healthy and know that we will all be together very 
soon. 

I would like to say a special thank-you to Shelagh for her thoughts and putting in the artwork, Fio-
na for printing this out and to my daughter Carol who worked so hard trying to teach me computer 
skills and in fact did a lot of the work to produce this devotional booklet. 

Marion Denton  

May 2021 

 

 

 

 

Shelagh’s Welcome Message 

Welcome to summer in the North Park neighbourhood where First+Metropolitan’s ministry radi-

ates in the community and beyond. In this summer spiritual reading booklet, the focus is on two 

of our main fuel sources for ministry and for life: Gratitude and Love!! 

 

The Sacred Spirit yearns for us to experience both Love and Gratitude and then to be so filled, to 

let them flow over, flow out from us and thorough us into others, into Nature, into this hurting 

world. 

Gratitude can be spontaneous: suddenly your heart is lifted, and you may not know why! Other 

times it is as a result of a kindness experienced or a kindness witnessed. It can be Mother Na-

ture’s beauty and extravagance, especially here in Victoria in the summer. The experience of 

gratitude transcends, and its effects can linger and shape our day or our week. Our gratitude ex-

presses our appreciation, in spiritual ways, for humanity in all its richness, for the vulnerable 

beauty of Creation, for the gifts of hospitality and generosity. The stories of our community of 

faith include scripture, mentors and poetry: the rich soil of God’s provision. 

 

As you read the entries in this little booklet, you will be sharing the joys and reflections of our 

community: these gifts offer us a chance to learn from their inspiration and to relive our own. 

I pray these are both a blessing and an inspiration! 

 
Shelagh Mackinnon 



July 1 

 

Grateful to Live in Canada 

 

My father Harry Jenkins often spoke about how grateful he was to live in Canada. He grew up in 
Plymouth, England and served in the Royal Navy during the Second World War and the Korean War. 
He saw what war can do to a country and experienced the blitz and being sunk in the Mediterranean. 
My mother Doreen worked in Plymouth throughout the war and had to move a few times as her work-
places were destroyed during the bombing. She was even hit by shrapnel once, although she wasn’t 
injured. She spent many a night with her family in the bomb shelter in their back yard, emerging the 

next morning to see what damage had occurred. 
They were lucky, but many weren’t. 

My parents met after the war and Dad proposed 
four days later. They were married four months 
later and decided to emigrate to Canada as condi-
tions in England were still pretty grim in the ‘50s 
and they wanted to make a fresh start. 

 

I followed my father’s example by joining the Ca-
nadian Forces, although I didn’t experience what 
he did. I saw enough to appreciate how people 
suffer during war and internal conflict. I complet-

ed a tour of duty in Cyprus in 1975, shortly after the Turkish invasion, and saw the damage inflicted 
on communities, critical infrastructure and personal lives. We worked a lot with refugees and saw the 
anguish in their faces when they were uprooted from their villages. 

 

When I retired in 1999, I joined the Canadian Red Cross and worked in the Emergency Management 
program. This gave me the opportunity to see the impact of disasters both large and small. I had 
quite the dramatic introduction to the work of the Red Cross as I became Manager of the Ottawa 
Branch on the very day of 9/11. That was definitely a surreal experience, especially as one of my 
daughters had been in the Twin Towers only two weeks before. 

One of my other major experiences was to visit Christchurch shortly after their big earthquake. While 
this disaster was not man-made, it showed me what people have to deal with in such major events. 
They were fortunate to live in a peaceful country, but that isn’t always the case. Some countries are 
currently dealing with conflict, natural disasters and the pandemic all at the same time. A recent fire 
in a Rohingya refugee camp in Bangladesh, managed by MSF, killed a number of refugees and dis-
placed 45,000. 

 

So, what do we have to be grateful for? Many things, but 
living in Canada is right at the top of the list. 

        

                                              

                               Submitted by Paul Jenkins 



July 2 

Early in 2020 – I made a resolution to sort and discard the many letters and cards that I had received 

for over a period of 30 years. This resolution morphed into a wonderful opportunity for me to bring 

those past years into focus. But I am now no nearer to “discarding” as I was in 2020! As I have read 

and lingered over  each letter and what had been shared with me, a window opened in my memory. 

Thoughts flowed as I recalled that person and the time and the place it was written and. I thought 

of our friendship over the many years. Those messages were of love and hope, joy and sorrow, dis-

appointment and grief. By keeping connected we shared what was happening in our lives, and sup-

ported each other through the good times and bad. 

Many of these dear friends have died over the years, as is our collective reality. We are all growing 

older. Each time I have returned to Montreal and to our cottage in the Laurentians or Toronto there 

is one less person to visit. Those friends now reside in my memory. I feel that If there are any bene-

fits at all to this pandemic for me it was having the time to ‘walk down memory lane’, reading these 

letters and reconnecting with my earlier life, remembering with love and gratitude these dear 

friends who were so much a part of my life during those times. 

In retrospect, I am glad that I have kept these letters and cards for so long. It has been so rewarding 

and heart warming. I feel renewed by ‘reliving’ that time in my life. For my friends, near and far – I 

am so fortunate to have your caring friendship and I hold in my heart those friends who have gone 

before. 

FRIENDSHIP IS ONE OF LIFE’S GREATEST BLESSINGS          

 submitted by Irene Baddeley 

 

 



 July 3 

 In theology, according to the dictionary, love is a feeling of benevolence and brotherhood, 

that people should have for each other. An excellent way is to display constant charity in our daily 

lives. Love causes no ill to his neighbour for love is God. From the Bible, we learn that love is pa-

tient, and love is kind.  it   does not envy, it does not boast, it is not proud. Love is not rude nor is 

it self-seeking. Love is not easily angered and keeps no record of wrongs. Love does not delight in 

evil but rejoices with the truth. It always protects, always trusts, always hopes and perseveres. 

Abiding in love is abiding in God. Let us love one another, foe love is of God. 

I am truly grateful for all my life experiences. Many seasons of my life have passed. Many people 

have helped me along life’s way , and releasing part of themselves so that I might grow, accom-

plish my goals, find wholeness and satisfaction and reach beyond the playground of my childhood. 

I am grateful for all my family and friends who have helped me in my lifetime. The silent prayer of 

grandparents and parents have been heard and guided me.   As I take time to reflect on my life, I 

feel ever grateful for their love. 

submitted by Eileen Thurbide                                                                                                 



July 4 

Micah 6 v. 8 What does the Lord require of us? To act justly, to love mercy and to walk humbly with 

God. 

Since the beginning of this global pandemic, I have frequently felt great gratitude for my home and 

garden/yard. I had freedom to be outside, to work in the garden and enjoy all that nature provided 

for me.  

I would often think of those who were in high rise apartments and condos with limited access to the 

outdoors without putting themselves in danger of being in contact with someone infected by COVID-

19. I could not blame them for going to the parks and beaches in their large numbers. We all need 

fresh air and sunshine for health and wellness. 

On Christmas morning a number of us from FMUC met at Central Park to deliver Christmas gift bags 

to the campers. In December these unhoused folks had lived out in snow and heavy rain causing 

flooding of the tents/ homes. While the campers were appreciative of our small gifts, they were shy 

and possibly embarrassed by their situation as they did not come out of their tent for conversation. 

I arrived back at my own home, where my husband had a fire lit in the fireplace, refreshments laid 

out and a few presents for each of us to open. As I enjoyed this atmosphere in my home I became 

angry. Very angry. How could we, society, allow this to happen to our brothers and sisters. That so 

many had to live outside with no warmth, minimal shelter, and little food. 

The conditions were somewhat better when the campers moved from Central Park to the parking 

lot of Royal Athletic playing field. I visited the camp site there once a week to offer treats, juice 

and water to each camper. The camp was tidy, the campers appreciative, but still shy remaining 

hidden in their tents. I was still angry.  

However, my anger has turned to gratitude since attending a zoom meeting regarding the tiny 

homes to be placed on the RAP parking lot. At this meeting with representatives from Our Place So-

ciety, the Coalition to End Homelessness, Peers, North Park Neighbourhood Association and other 

non profit agencies, I learned of the work that has been done to start assessing those who will be 

offered space in one of the tiny homes, and of the services that will be made available to these res-

idents to help them prepare themselves for their permanent home.  

There will be staff available twenty four hours a day, and as one resident moves out to permanent 

housing of their own, another homeless person will move in.  

This was such a positive, realistic meeting that I left it with hope and gratitude for the caring peo-

ple who will finally be able to end homelessness for as many of our brothers and sisters as is possi-

ble. 

Bless them all. 

 

Submitted by: Ann Maffey 



July 5 

“You have granted me life and steadfast love, and your care has preserved my spirit.” 

Job 10: 12 

Jane had a lot to complain about. At the age of 31 she had lost her husband, an infant daughter was 
dead, she was left with four young sons to raise and she was pregnant with another. She had to run 
the family farm on her own. Her sons were too young to help, and when they were older only one 
was interested. Neighbours would give a hand, but they had their own farms to look after. 

Most of the time, in good weather and bad, in hot, humid summers and deep, cold winters it was 
just Jane. And did I mention that, eventually, she also lost all her sons but one? Only the youngest, 
born after her husband’s death, managed to live longer than she did.On paper, she had a terrible 
life. For Jane, it was the trials of Job. 

“She scanned the horizon of time and the almost overwhelming elements about her,” the local 
newspaper said. “Hardship was her lot and many, many hard days she spent following the cradle in 
the harvest fields, binding the grain into sheaves.” And then there were log fences to build and re-
pair, the newspaper noted, and “wood to be cut to keep her family warm throughout the winter, 
and in the spring the seed for another crop was to be sown.” 

Who would blame her for giving up? The newspaper says it was her love and her God that kept her 
going. “With unfaltering courage, high hope and a deep faith she resolved to win through for the 
sake ofher family,” it wrote. “Throughout her life she has been a Christian woman, and ardent 
worker in the councils of the church … Great has been her reward.” Jane’s dictum, according to the 
newspaper: “Hard work has never killed anyone.” And she knew that only too well. After a life of 
hard work, 64 years of widowhood and 75 years on the same farm, she lived to be 96. For Jane, it 
was steadfast love and faith. For me, it’s gratitude. Had she not had that love, that faith and not 
stuck it out, I  could not tell her story. Jane was my great-grandmother. 

    Submitted by David Bray 

July 6 

The Ten Things I am Most Grateful For 

John 11:23 – Jesus said to her, “I am the resurrection and the life. Those who believe in me, though 
they die, will live, and everyone who lives and believes in me will never die. Do you believe this?” 

I started to write a list of the ten things I am most grateful for. I began: 1) my husband, 2) my pas-
sion for writing… But I stopped, feeling uncomfortable. I felt a superstitious dread that, by writing 
them down, I risked losing them somehow. Then I realized, with a flash of insight, that the number 
one absolute-most important thing I am grateful for is the gift of life. And that is something we are 
all going to lose one day inevitably. 

And when we do, we will lose all of the other gifts as well in one fell swoop. Life is all the more pre-
cious for being ephemeral. 

But what, you might well ask, about the gift of eternal life promised in the Bible verse above? Do I 
believe in eternal life? I do, but eternal life does not require my belief in order to be. And eternal 
life is not for me alone. Eternal life flows abundantly from the mind of God. This, our short life on 
earth, is like a seed planted for all eternity. We have little notion of what will grow from that seed, 
but we ought to nourish it with the spirit of love and gratitude for all the wondrous gifts we have 
been blessed with while we are here. 

Write down your list then and have no fear! 

2 Corinthians 9:15 – Thanks be to God for God’s indescribable gift! 

    Submitted by Edeana Malcolm 



July 7 

1 Corinthians 13:13 

 “So faith, hope, love abide, these three; but the greatest of these is love”. 

Prayer:   God of all faithfulness 

       We give you thanks for loving us. 

       Help us feel your love in another’s touch, 

       Help us touch another with your love.              Amen 

 

Prayer: O God of all generations, 

     Bless all the children, we pray. 

     Help us to take time to know the children 

     In our lives, take time to learn with them, 

     Take the time to teach them your love. 

    How to care for our neighbours, 

    And how to serve you.                      Amen 

 

An Inspiration 

When I stand in front of the Lord to account for myself, I want to be able to say I have no energy, 
enthusiasm, patience, love, kindness, or compassion left. Every gift God gave me, I want to have 
used to the fullest. 

 



July 8 

This is the day that the Lord has made, let us rejoice and be glad in it. Psalm 118:24 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I first started a regular gratitude practice as a young mother. At that time, I would not have called 

what I was doing a spiritual practice, but I know now that it was. Back then, I was a mother, trying 

to find a coping strategy to help my young daughter. She was going through a negative experience 

due to a betrayal by her close friend, so at bedtime, I started a “3 Bad 3 Good “ practice with her. 

She could express three negative thoughts or experiences from her day (she was doing this al-

ready), but then she had to balance those with three positives or things that she was thankful for. 

And I did the same. We eventually stopped the “3 Bads “ part of our practice but continued the “3 

Goods “for many years. Our daughter has continued the “Thankfuls” practice with her own chil-

dren at bedtime every night. 

Over the years, I have continued to incorporate some form of gratitude practice into my day-to-

day routine. During cancer treatments, I found gratitude with a “ could be better, but it could be 

worse” approach. I acknowledged the difficulties of the day but also was able to see the love and 

grace surrounding me. At other times, I have kept a gratitude journal in a notebook or on my 

phone. And when time has been short, I have made a point of pausing and listing to my “thankfuls” 

mentally or verbally. 

 I have a life filled with many things to be grateful for, but it has not always been easy to maintain 

a gratitude practice. On bad days, it can feel repetitive, forced or even insincere, as though I am 

going through the motions. But, overall, the more I do it, the more I find myself noticing and even 

searching for the moments of goodness in my days. Many scientific studies show that being grateful 

helps people feel better mentally, and that has been borne out in my personal experience. The 

more I feel gratitude, the more I find things in my life to be grateful for. 

I believe that mindfully practicing gratitude is most helpful to us during the difficult times in our 

lives (but is also the hardest time to do it). As we notice and name the moments of grace and love 

in our lives, we are uplifted and comforted by them. So, as we journey through our second pan-

demic summer, this might be a good time to start, or rejuvenate, a gratitude practice. 

Prayer: Creator, open my heart and my senses to the moments of grace and love in my life, 

through good times and bad. Amen 

Submitted by Robin Breckon  

 

Open my heart and my senses  

to the moments of Grace & Love... 



July 9 

1 Corinthians 13:4-8 

Love is patient and kind. Love is not jealous or boastful It is not arrogant or rude. Love does not 
insist on its own way; It is not irritable or resentful; it does not rejoice at wrong, but rejoices in 
the right. Love bears all things, believes all things, hopes all things, endures all things. Love 
never ends. 

My Mother has the beginnings of dementia. Yes, it is a difficult time full of stress, anxiety and 
sadness. This is not the mother I grew up with. She is becoming less confident, less able to cope 
with everyday activities and it can frighten her making her tearful and angry. She will not leave 
her beloved house of 50 plus years so I need to travel often to the mainland to be with her. 

For this I am grateful. Not that I would wish this for her or for anyone, but it has allowed me 
time with her. She is a kinder, funnier, less critical version of herself and we get along. We have 
had a fractious relationship for as long as I can remember. Now we get along. 

The love which was not always recognized is in the open, freely given and received by both indi-
viduals. 

This is more than an opportunity to payback for the years of parenting and all that is included. 
This is a gift of time and reversed roles to explore relationships. 

I am grateful for this time with her; for the neighbours who come willingly to rescue her when 
she is overwhelmed with chores gone wrong or minor mishaps; for the store clerks who gently 
and respectfully try to find what she cannot find the words for or show her the way out of the 
store when she becomes disoriented. I applaud their generosity of time and compassion. 

Truly the spirit of Jesus is working in all the wonderful strangers who smile and pleasantly reply 
to her often-discombobulated attempts to engage in conversation, those who let her come close 
to pet their puppy or admire their baby while forgetting covid protocols. 

Life is good. God is good. I am blessed. 

Submitted by Leslie Biederman 

 

 

July 10 

On this day in 2013 my Dad died from ALS. While I still grieve for him, I am filled with gratitude. 

Firstly, I am grateful that he died before he lost any more of his dignity as ALS is an unforgiving 

disease. After his diagnosis we took endless numbers of photos and every day was an occasion. 

As a family, we lived everyday as if it was going to be the last. When Dad became too weak to 

use a walker, we took a wheelchair on our adventures, nothing was going to stop us living each 

day to the fullest. I have many childhood memories and memories from my adult life that will 

sustain me for the rest of my life. I am grateful that nothing was left unsaid between us. We 

knew we loved each other, and he was proud of me and I of him.   

 

I try to use this relationship as a template for my other relationships, be they family, friend, or 

work acquaintance. I try to go through life making each day count and never leave anything un-

said, especially the good stuff. Tell a relative you love them, tell a work partner you appreciate 

them, tell a friend why they matter to you. Although I would like nothing more than to have 

more time with my Dad, I am filled with gratitude for what I learned about life, living, and dying 

from him, David Denton. 

   Submitted by Carol Denton 



July 11 
We had a request to have the United Church Creed as a reading.  

 

We are not alone, 

    we live in God’s world. 

 We believe in God: 

    who has created and is creating, 

    who has come in Jesus, 

       the Word made flesh, 

       to reconcile and make new, 

    who works in us and others 

       by the Spirit. 

We trust in God.  

We are called to be the Church: 

    to celebrate God’s presence, 

    to live with respect in Creation, 

    to love and serve others, 

    to seek justice and resist evil, 

    to proclaim Jesus, crucified and risen, 

       our judge and our hope. 

In life, in death, in life beyond death, 

    God is with us. 

We are not alone. 

    Thanks be to God. 

 



July 12 

Divine and loving Creator, as winter and spring fades away, we look at the beauty that surrounds us 

to see your spiritual presence in nature in the changing seasons. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As we pray to send a blessing prayer to heal the earth and humanity of the pandemic, we give 

thanks for the courage and tenacity of our federal, provincial and community leaders that have car-

ried on making decisions for the greater good of the world. Through the past year, this “pause” at 

home, has given me time to reflect and research my Great-grandfather's Presbyterian Irish roots 

from Armagh, Ireland in 1848 to the destitute family’s emigration story to Canada during the merci-

less drought, hardship and famine. It is a story of high hopes, faith, and indomitable courage. With 

a promise of an acre of land, the family of eight settled on a farm in Brussels, Ontario. Older Sons, 

David and James McCall would eventually venture west to Calgary then to Victoria to settle in a her-

itage home on Vancouver Street. 

In 1921 after the Great War, the brothers identified a need for a business providing funeral services 

for Victoria families. As a result, McCall Bros. was established in their home. Citizens from sur-

rounding areas would come to see this unique Victorian styled home with stained- glass windows 

and beautiful gardens to “talk with the boys!” 

There was a close link between the funeral business and local church leaders from all faiths for the 

ensuing years. The spiritual traditions surrounding death were and still are so important to honoring 

life. 

As the fourth generation continues to serve Victoria families in 2021, and as a family elder, I have 

come to appreciate and admire the dedication of this legacy that has served many families with 

compassion. Memorials or Celebrations of Life have shared love through music, prayer, and special 

gatherings in their sacred space. Sadly, this year has put these events on hold. 

In this 100th year, I am grateful and proud to share my family story of quiet devotion today. God 

Bless, 

 Submitted by  Sharron (Holdridge) Higgins, third generation First Met (First United) UC Member 

 



July 13 

Holy One, 

Today I'm grateful for our community of faith. 

While some may think of bricks and buildings, 

I’m giving thanks for hearts and spirits. 

The people whose lives you’ve intersected, 

are remarkable through your grace. 

I give thanks for all the unique and special 

gifts which are offered in your name, 

a colorful collage of joy. 

May we love one another to the fullest in this family of faith and service.  

The hands and feet of Jesus, walking...seeking justice and love. 

May peace and hope prevail on this new day. 

                                                            Amen 

                Submitted by Kyla Morrison Morgan 

 



July 14 
 
 LOVE 
 
                            The Greatest of Gifts is LOVE 
              as expressed during Sermons and Eulogies 
 
LOVE - Cherish (to feel a passion, devotion or tenderness) 
                 as with love both for and in return for all family members 
         - Devotion - (especially encouragement) 
              - Love thy neighbour - checking on one another, helping when  
                                                      repairs are needed. 
             -  Around the World -   Teaching people to show respect 

                                                      by offering help especially to the elderly. 
                                                 -   Emergencies/Disasters (sending front-line 
                                                      workers, medical supplies, water, clothing 
                                                      where needed. 
 
             Nature -  Water  -to fulfill our bodies. Earth is made up of 97% water. 
                           -  Trees    -that which sustains us with oxygen. 
                           -  Flowers - beauty of colour and which give us pleasure in  
                                               nurturing. 
                           -  Animals - such as cuddly cats, best friends to dogs, beauty  
                                                of lions and bears, height of giraffes and the many, 
                                                many animals all over the world. 
                           -  Birds/Ducks etc. - entertaining ( a part of my loving daily life.) 
 
  GRATITUDE - to our Creator 
                        - to our Church Family 
                        - to family/friends and neighbours 
                        - to front-line workers. medical workers 
                        - to staff, business community and customers 
                        - to politicians 
                        - to military   
 
  EXODUS  - Chapter 33  Verse 13 
                    Now therefore, I pray thee if I have found grace in thy sight,  
                    shew me now thy way, that I may know thee, that I may find 
                    grace in thy sight, and consider that this nation "is" thy people.  
 

Submitted by Pam Shemilt  
 



July 15 

Love and Gratitude 

 

I have a friend, a good person, who triggers my negative emotions. This person seems to find 

something negative about a lot of things and his approach when things are upsetting, is to go to 

that negative place and be very irritable. He is not a person who is able to communicate feelings 

in words, so I was at a loss as to how to “be” around him. 

Then I happened to listen to a podcast led by two professional people who deal with conflict in 

the workplace. I thought, maybe some of this might be helpful in this situation too. 

On the podcast, they talked about people who exhibit high conflict personalities. I don’t like to 

label people, but there were some bits of information there that helped me to think about deal-

ing with this friend in a different way. I decided to be more observant the next time I saw this 

negative behaviour. I noticed that he had a very “glass half full” approach right from the start of 

an event that could “possibly” go wrong. Rather than try to change his thinking, or react emotion-

ally myself, I consciously switched my response to recognizing that underneath, this person was 

really very anxious. I listened, really listened, and responded respectfully to his concerns. Before 

long, he had settled right down. I also recognized that his anxiety triggered my anxiety, and I just 

wanted to “fix it”. 

I just feel so much gratitude for learning what I learned; to be able to practice a new and positive 

approach to being around this friend. Now instead of having feelings of self-reproach after having 

a difficult conversation with him, I end up feeling so much better about myself, and I am sure he 

feels better about himself as well! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1 Corinthians 13:4 

 Love is patient and kind; love does not envy or boast; it is not arrogant   or rude. It does 

not insist on its own way; it is not irritable or resentful; it does not rejoice at wrongdoing, but re-

joices with the truth.  Love bears all things, believes all things, hopes all things, endures all 

things. 

    Submitted by Emily MacDonald 



July 16 

Gratitude 

Particularly woman of my age will remember amongst our treasures was our autograph book. We 

passed these around for our friends to write poems, jokes or thoughts. 

 In Grade 5, our class had a new experience – a male teacher. Mr. Whyte was a good teacher, 

who was especially liked because before lessons after lunch, he would read a chapter of a Hardy 

Boys book. During the year we heard quite a few of the series published at the time. Not only were 

they interesting stories for our age, but they were a test in memory, to recall what had happened 

previously. 

 As you can imagine, it was quite a coup to have a teacher write something in your autograph 

book, I was fortunate enough to have that happen. Here is what Mr Whyte wrote: 

 “Have you ever had a kindness shown? 

  Pass it on! 

 ‘Twas  not meant for you alone. 

   Pass it on!” 

Now that was pretty “deep” for a ten year old. However, all the times I have read or thought 

about those words in the intervening years, I have come to see them another way of expressing 

one of the significant parts of our Bible –“The Golden Rule”. 

 With all the sadness and anxiety of the current pandemic, one would wonder what there was 

to be grateful about. I have observed a number of past courtesies we accepted as normal that have 

come back into play, things like stepping aside or holding a door open. While on the whole we say 

“thank-you” reasonably often, but before the pandemic, how often did we stop in an aisle in a gro-

cery store to thank someone putting out vital stock?  We do not, on the whole, stop at 7:00 PM to 

bang pans every evening but much thanks is still expressed to the “front line workers”. I am sure, 

if you think about it, you will remember more examples of gratitude. If some good has come from 

our current situation, may we remain grateful for each expression of goodness and kindness.                            

Submitted by Shirley Chatfield 

 



July 17 

Miss Williams 

Proverbs 10: 6 – The memory of the righteous is a blessing, but the name of the wicked will rot. I 

used to visit two very different women who lived in Oak Bay Lodge, both of whom are gone now. 

They were a contrast in many ways. Mrs. Howell was over a hundred years old. Her motto was “My 

attitude is gratitude” and she had a sunny disposition. The other was my aunt, who was in her nine-

ties. My husband used to call her “Aunt Eeyore” because of her negative point of view. Both of 

them grew up in the Fernwood area of Victoria and attended Central Girls School about ten years 

apart. Mrs. Howell often told me about a teacher there that she particularly disliked. She called 

her “Meanie Williams.” Mrs. Howell had been a teacher herself and disapproved of Miss Williams’ 

rather lackadaisical methods. 

One day when I was visiting my aunt, she was visibly upset and agitated about the prospect of dy-

ing. To help change her thoughts, I asked her to tell me about a happy memory from her youth. She 

described a vivid picture in her mind of a teacher walking down Joan Crescent in a midi blouse with 

her hair blowing in the wind. It was Miss Williams! I was to my aunt for giving me another view of 

this teacher. She must have been a remarkable woman to be remembered so vividly by two old 

women more than seventy years later. 

Memories are powerful, but capricious. We cannot control how we will be remembered. But if we 

nourish and share our good memories and grow an attitude of gratitude, we will live a happier life 

and perhaps die a less burdensome death. 

May your memory be a blessing to others. 

   Submitted by Edeana Malcolm 

 



July 18 

 

The little cares that fretted me 

I lost them yesterday, 

Among the fields above the sea, 

Among the winds at play, 

Among the lowing of the herds, 

The rustling of the trees, 

Among the singing of the birds, 

The humming of the bees. 

  

“Out in the Fields with God,” 

Elizabeth Barrett Browning 

  

 

How often have we taken to the hills, the woods, the shore to lose ourselves in Nature and to 

feel all our cares slipping away? How do we explain this healing power of Nature? A mystery – per-

haps it’s the oxygen wafting from the trees, the steady cadence of waves lapping the shore, the 

singing of the birds, the silence.  

The one consolation we have had over this past year of lockdowns and isolation has been our 

ability to still get outdoors. Thank goodness we have not been shut into our homes, only allowed 

out to get groceries or to walk the dog.  

I have enjoyed this time walking around many of the neighbourhoods of Greater Victoria and 

out to Sooke, smiling at all the dear little houses tucked beneath their trees, the lovely gardens, 

the beaches, the community parks with playgrounds and picnic tables, and the wilderness right on 

our doorstep – Elk Lake, Thetis Lake, Goldstream Park, 

East Sooke Park, the Sooke Hills.  

“As stillness in stone to silence is wed,  

may your heart be somewhere God might dwell.”  

John O’Donohue 

 

Wishing us all the time to enjoy  

our beautiful surroundings this summer. 

Submitted by Marg Mac Quarrie 
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FOSTERING GRATITUDE FOR COMMON THINGS  

We have a CD with a song by John McCutcheon called “Ode to Common Things”, in which he ex-

presses thanks for everyday objects like his cup and his bowl. When we practice gratitude, we of-
ten think of beauty in nature, of family and friends, and perhaps we add our home and food - one 
word each. But it seems there is so much of our “stuff” we take for granted. Or at least I do...I re-
cently thought: what if I went into one room, say our kitchen, and for 5 or 10 minutes practiced 
mindfulness by really noticing things, and giving thanks? We plug in our appliances, large and 
small, and have reliable electricity. We flip a switch and get light. The faucet gives water, cold 
and hot, on demand. We turn a dial and get heat. We press a button and our dishes get washed. 

We have a fridge for perishable food, and a stove for cooking. Reflect on it: what would our lives 
be like without all these “mod cons”? 

Perhaps another time, open drawers and see all the utensils and “gadgets”, or the pots and pans. 
Another day look at all the kinds of dishes, and another, see the glasses and mugs. We use these 
things every day, seldom giving them a thought. 

Then there is food: open the fridge, the freezer, and the pantry cupboards. Look at the huge varie-
ty of food we have. Think of all the delicious tastes; see the beautiful colours. 

Consider how it gets to us: E.g., a seed is sown, the plant grows and is harvested, packaged, trans-
ported to a warehouse, then sold in a store. Think of all the essential workers involved, many of 
them with low wages. I think of times when I feel a bit annoyed because we have run out of a food 
I was going to eat. Really? Such a 'first world' problem! 

We have so much! 

Become even more mindful by just meditating on one item. Working our way through our home 
with gratitude could take many months! (Could we also turn it into a game we play with our chil-
dren or grandchildren, to teach them about gratitude?) I've tried this, and have found it powerful. 
If it appeals to you, give it a try. Play with it. Adapt it. 

How can we really see how much we have, without considering just how little millions throughout 
the world (and many locally) have? And how can we realize that, without being moved to greater 
compassion, and wondering how we can help more, with our time, talents, and money? Reflect 
how we can respond...Support Our Place? Write letters to politicians? Give away some of our stuff? 
Give more to international NGOs? In this way we move from gratefulness to acts of love – the two 
are so intertwined. 

Prayer: God, make us grateful for the great 

abundance of “things” we have. Help us to 
never take them for granted. Make us mindful 
of all those people who do not have even the 
basics of life, and nudge us to make a differ-
ence in some of their lives. 

   Submitted by Anne Sikstrom 
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Gratitude—a core virtue? Reflecting on gratitude, I realize it is an antidote to so many ills I am 
subject to: 

When I am grateful, I cannot feel greedy 

I cannot feel anxious 

I cannot feel bored or indifferent 

I cannot feel arrogant 

I cannot feel envious 

I cannot feel angry 

I cannot feel unloved 

On the contrary, feeling grateful leads me beside the still waters of restfulness. It prompts me to 

imagine possible acts of kindness. Out of gratitude comes empathy for others and energy to reach 

out to them with love. Gratitude prepares me with courage to act for justice. 

Dear God, thank you for your creation and for reminding me of your gifts and for all those who one 

way or another bring them to me. Thank you for my senses, through which I can perceive your con-

stant wondrous love, shown in scripture, in nature, and in community. Please give me the grace of 

remembering to say thank you. 

Submitted by Jill Chamberlin 
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A SPECIAL THANK YOU! 

It is said that probably the most critical learning for a person’s future success takes place within 

the first 5 or 6 years of life. 

A baby wakes up in the middle of the night. She is hungry or wet. She has a stomach ache or may-

be she’s just a little bit afraid. She does the only thing she is able to do at that age: she cries. 

And nothing happens. Nobody comes to see what’s wrong. She learns that she can’t do anything to 

improve her situation. She learns that she is powerless. On the other hand, if she cries and some-

body arrives on the scene to change her or feed her or even just 

to cuddle her for a few minutes—she learns she can do something 

to make a difference in her life. She is capable. 

When I was growing up, I had no idea how lucky I was. I had a safe 

and secure home where I absolutely knew that—no matter what 

else was going on in the world or in the lives of my Mom and 

Dad—they really loved me and wanted only the best of loving care 

to surround me. They had their own problems dealing with a lack 

of money and various insecurities, but in all circumstances, I was 

always made to feel both protected and secure. I “knew” deep in 

my heart that they would never let anything bad happen to me 

and I could always count on them to love me and care for me. 

What a difference that feeling makes to a child’s life. With that 

feeling you can go anywhere and accomplish anything. It’s the 

trump card of all trump cards 

that not everyone has been priv-

ileged enough to experience in 

their young lives. 

Isn’t that sad? Shouldn’t it be a 

given? Shouldn’t all kids be entitled to live with that empower-

ing ace-in-the-hole? 

So now I say a deep and grateful “Thank you” to my parents—and 

probably to their parents before them. Love and confidence be-

get love and confidence. If you want to know why I admire my 

parents—basically I admire them because they made such a huge 

difference to my personal outlook and therefore to my ability to 

appreciate my world and to live life to its fullest. 

Thank you with all my heart Mom and Dad. 

Submitted by Jean Jenkins 
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Love 

 

 When the warm days of summer surrounds us, I feel it is easier for us to feel love and to 

share love. Our hearts are warmed by the beauty around us. 

 Jesus encouraged us to love one another, to be kind and gentle to each other and to show 

compassion. We have a hymn that says “God Comes Like Summer to our Soul”-#373. A lovely way 

to think of God and summer connecting in our lives. 

 God is love itself. The love of God is an unconditional love and the love of God is a forgiving 

love. 

 Recently my 18 year old grandson, Liam Wallace, was discovered to have Leukemia. Shortly 

after the arrival of COVID he was quickly flown to Vancouver Children’s Hospital to begin his treat-

ment. He was poked, pricked, filled with Chemo – procedures we can’t imagine. Yet through all 

this Liam’s love and trust of others was ever present. He could be hurt or hurting and would still 

thank all involved in taking care of him. Liam is a Down’s Syndrome child. The love of his parents 

has been ever present in their daily care of him. One or both parents were always in attendance. It 

has been difficult to watch their son as he struggled in his fight against cancer. 

 Love is shown in so many unexpected ways! Often Liam would say to his Dad “How is Gram? Is 

she okay?” His love stretches pass the cancer. 

 As terrible as the ordeal has been it has strengthened their love as a family and developed 

their appreciation for the medical profession and its dedicated workers. Love, yet in another form.  

 The family has been told that Liam, after 11 months in the hospital, will be ready to go home 

to Victoria in early May. He will be on a maintenance program with a new team of Doctors. Liam 

loves his home and will be thrilled to be in his own room once again. The entire family will be 

overjoyed to be home once again. 

 Soon we will all be together and give thanks to God for his love and guidance. 

     Submitted by Joan Dowse and Linda Skolski 
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Homeless 

Genesis 21:8-21 

How would you and I respond, if we were suddenly homeless? We really don’t know. 

One of the most harrowing stories of homelessness is that of Hagar. Hers was never an easy life. 

She is a slave; Sarah’s slave. When Sarah concludes she cannot conceive children, she offers Ha-

gar to Abraham, that he might have an heir. Not exactly a love match for poor Hagar. She eventu-

ally gives birth to a son – Ishmael; but then – surprise, surprise, Sarah herself becomes pregnant 

and also births a son – Isaac. No longer in need of a “substitute heir,” she tells Abraham to banish 

Hagar and Ishmael, which he dutifully does. 

Left alone to wander, unprotected in the scorching desert, Hagar is desperate. She fears her son 

will die of thirst (a fate that also awaits her). “Do not let me look on the death of my child,” she 

prays. “Do not be afraid,” she hears, “hold on.” Opening her eyes, she sees a nearby well of wa-

ter, and both she and her child survive and persevere. 

Wells of life-giving water are discovered unexpectedly in our day, too. A woman I knew surely had 

felt just as desperate as the banished Hagar did. Never a slave, this woman instead had lived a 

comfortable middle-class life. Then, well into mid-life, came the shock of her life. Her lawyer 

husband had been operating on the wrong side of the law. Eventually, he was sentence to jail for 

a long time. They lost their home and everything else, and the couple divorced. The scandal was 

highly featured in the media. Some people treated her as if she was the one who had committed 

the crime. Now, she was penniless, shamed, and …. homeless. 

That is when a widow in her congregation said to her, “Why don’t you come and live at my 

place?” This person was sure there was enough room for the two of them. They each would live 

quite independently. Each had their assigned areas and a schedule determined who had use of 

the kitchen. When I came to know them, they had continued this arrangement for years. For the 

woman left homeless, that church friend was like the surprising appearance of a well of life-

giving water. Such is the power of compassion. 

When I hear announcements of new housing opportunities for the homeless in our city, I think of 

these two women and about Hagar and Ishmael. And I say “YES!” Many wonderful reflections on 

Hagar are available. Here is one of them: 

http://www.theologicalstew.com/abraham-3--i-see-you.html 

Submitted by Allan Saunders 



 

THE DUST OF ETERNAL STARS LIES 

IN OUR BONES; ENERGY AND MATTER, 

NOTHING, NOTHING IS EVER LOST. 

I LIVE IN CERTAIN HOPE. 

MY ASHES, SOON SIFTED 

INTO THAT POLISHED FUNERAL URN 

WILL BE REDEEMED 

BY ONE MOST HIGH 

WHO GATHERS UP YOU AND ME 

TO MAKE ALL THINGS NEW.  

 
Elizabeth Bartell 
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Not very long ago I came across this wonderful affirmation written by Abraham Joshua Heschel, a 

well-known philosopher, rabbi and civil rights activist. (1907-72) 

“Our goal should be to live life in radical amazement. ...get up in the morning and look at the 

world in a way that takes nothing for granted. Everything is phenomenal; everything is incredible; 

never treat life casually. To be spiritual is to be amazed...Only one response can maintain us: 

gratefulness for witnessing the wonder, for the gift of our unearned right to serve, to adore, and 

to fulfil.  It is gratefulness that makes the soul great.” ¹ 

I have thought about this a lot, especially during this pandemic year with all its challenges and 

worries and wondered how is it possible to embrace this goal in such a credo. 

Certainly, it could not have been easy for Heschel who experienced intimately the horrors of the 

Holocaust with the death of his mother, sisters, and friends. It has been said that his theology and 

political activism were greatly influenced by this tragedy, but unlike some, Heschel remained con-

vinced that life is ‘holy’ that ‘just to be is a blessing’…that indeed, one can “feel the hidden love 

and wisdom in all things”. A religious person he claims is one “who suffers harm done to others 

whose greatest passion is compassion, whose greatest strength is love and defiance of despair.” 

And so, it is one’s responsibility to choose to live in a state of awe and gratitude and act alongside 

God to create a more just world…a conviction that led Heschel to march in solidarity alongside 

Dr. Martin Luther King in Selma. 

How do we emulate this wisdom? I have no simple answer to this question, but I expect a first 

step may require an attitude adjustment…one that in our Christian tradition is often referred to 

as ‘being born again’…a process that requires a dying to destructive, self-preoccupied habits and 

views that often see the world as dualistic, hostile and unforgiving and opening instead to an un-

derstanding of the world as a gift, one to be cherished, preserved and nurtured, no matter how 

bleak things seem to be. Marcus Borg refers to this latter progression as a move from having a 

‘closed heart’ to the creation of an ‘open heart’ ²; only the latter can be alive to ‘radical amaze-

ment’, to gratitude, to love and ultimately to transformation. Is this a simple task? My experience 

is that it is a challenge, a practice that requires a life time of daily ‘tweaking’. But just maybe 

getting up each morning and being intentional about adopting an ‘allegiance to gratitude’ ³ is 

surely a good place to begin. 

1. Abraham Heschel, God in Search of Man 

2. Marcus Borg, The Heart of Christianity 

3. Robin Wall Kimmerer, Braiding Sweetgrass 

Submitted by Moira Nasim 
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Many of you are old enough to remember the words that Frank Sinatra sang in 1955. “Love and 

marriage, love and marriage go together like a horse and carriage, This, I tell you brother, you 

can’t have one without the other...Try, try, try to separate them, it’s an illusion; Try, try, try and 

you will only come to this conclusion...Love and marriage, love and marriage, go together like a 

horse and carriage, Dad was told by Mother you can’t have one without the other.” 

The words of this song came, unbidden, into my mind or maybe my ear, as I was thinking about the 

request from FirstMet to write something about love and gratitude. Love and gratitude are founda-

tional to our Christian faith as they are to many other faiths. Love is about caring for others 

enough to take them into your life. Love is about treating others with respect and dignity and so 

much more. Gratitude is about seeing in others things that give your life. Gratitude about recog-

nizing the gifts that others share. 

Over the past month, as I have let these themes unfold before me, I discovered over and over how 

foundational they are to meaningful community in so many of its varied forms. I was reading a sto-

ry in the local newspaper a few weeks ago about a local restaurant donating the proceeds of the 

sales for one night - including gratuities - as well as holding an online auction to help a staff mem-

ber who recently suffered a massive heart attack and stroke. This 45 year old man is a dishwasher/

prep cook/sanitization specialist and is facing a very long recovery. The rest of the staff must love 

that man and are willing to do something to show that love in a very supportive way. I noted that 

their gift to him included gratuities - you know, the extra amount we add on to our restaurant or 

other bills to show our appreciation for the services we have just received. Sometimes we gripe 

about adding something to an already expensive meal. But sometimes, in this case, that extra gra-

tuity was given, I believe, out of genuine respect, caring and love for someone whose need is far 

greater than the people who offered it. The staff members of that restaurant showed love and  

gratitude by giving something of themselves to the one whose needs were far greater than their 

own. Perhaps it was a reminder to me that saying you love someone is not always enough, nor is 

saying that you are grateful for them is not always enough. For it to last, you have to show that 

you love someone. Perhaps expressing gratitude to someone for their life and work is not enough. 

For gratitude to have lasting value you have to show in tangible ways that you are grateful. Maybe 

the composer of those song words gave us a hint about love and gratitude in that song he wrote in 

1955. Do they belong together! I believe they do. And the glue that holds them together? Could it 

be that both teach us how to give? 

It is not surprising that Christian Scriptures offers us a few clues. I happened to be reading the tiny 

book of Philippians the other day and noticed some words from chapter 2. If then our common life 

in Christ yields anything to stir the heart, any consolation of love, any participation in the Spirit, 

any warmth of affection, fill up my cup of happiness by thinking and feeling alike, with the same 

love for one another and a common attitude of mind. Leave no room for selfish ambition and vani-

ty, but humbly reckon others better than yourself. Look to each other’s need and not merely to 

your own. 

Words of living from Scripture as well as words of living from life. 

Submitted by Barbara Langton 
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From the top  of the tallest tree in our neighbourhood, a songbird has entertained us from morning 

till evening this spring with his song.  His cheerfulness has been a balm during the pandemic, when 

visits with friends and family have been curtailed and we lead a quieter life.  In nature, flowering 

shrubs and trees have outdone themselves with extravagant blossoms and fragrance.   I am remind-

ed of the familiar hymn,  “This is God’s wondrous world…….God’s hand the wonders wrought.” 

   Submitted by Jan and Janice Drent 
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What is a Vacation?..........  That is the question a world-weary man wants to know. He only 

dreams of his prior life. He remembers his idyllic childhood. The gang of his friends coming togeth-

er to ride bikes and play sports, while listening for the tinny music of the ice cream truck. Oh, how 

he loved those days when everything held the expectation of the next day following with more un-

scripted adventures with his pals. As the summer was waning, the family would travel to a mystical 

island where he would explore tide pools and scream at the crabs biting his toes. The only truly 

upsetting thing was losing his perfectly burnished marshmallow into the campfire. 

 The man blinks and the daydream has turned from warm happiness to the stark reality of his life 

with no trips with his family. Pandemic stoicism is his new reality but a little part of him still will 

dream of “someday”. This is his new idea of a vacation, being able to remember life before Dr. 

Bonnie. In his yearned for vacation, the world will return with good rather than bad in his 

thoughts. He can only pray that this will soon be over and become just an unhappy memory. 

   Submitted by Mary Jean Krawciw 
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Children are a gift. I am very fortunate that my daughter and son-in-law live next store to me and 

I see them every day, sometimes we eat together and walk our dogs together. I have son close by 

and at his home I keep a fruit and veggie garden that he helps me with each day. My son that lives 

in Vancouver usually has face time with me daily. I am looked after with great love and respect 

and I love them dearly. My grand daughter lives fairly close and we have a special bond, she is 

such a lovely young woman. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Jean in her devotion talked of unconditional love so as parents, aunts, or uncles we need to be 

sure that our children, grandchildren, nieces or nephews know that we love them. When was the 

last time you call them or if possible visited with them? Did you let them know they have a place 

in your heart, and how much you value them? Maybe today is the day you phone, email or send a 

card to say “I love you”. 

Prayer: Thankyou God that you have shown your love to us and have given us the ability to love , 

as love is the priceless gift that makes us whole. 

   Submitted by Marion Denton 
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Stone-Rollers 

Since Easter, this verse has been intriguing me: 

 “Who will roll away the stone (from the entrance to the tomb)?”  

When I was heavily involved in the “Ecumenical Decade of Churches in Solidarity with Women” 

movement (1988-1998), this was a buzz phrase. The struggles women faced in church and society - 

how can we move the great stone of these challenges? Meeting so many women around the world, I 

was privileged to learn about their lives and the many obstacles women face. Cries of displaced 

people in Khartoum, Sudan. A young woman, landmine victim. One meagre bowl of meal a day in 

poverty-stricken Mathura Valley near Nairobi, the largest slum in Africa. A mother in a small Ken-

yan village carrying on her head the water from the nearest well for over an hour, baby on her 

back. A lesbian woman crying over the unfair treatment of her church in Harare, Zimbabwe. Vio-

lence against women all over the world…..Yet, stones can be rolled away. 

 This Covid 19 pandemic forced me to reflect and examine my life more intensively. Challenges 

and struggles I experienced almost 50 years ago: the sudden death of my first husband; being a 

young widow, a single mother; society’s unfair expectations in Japan at that time and the reality 

of this challenging situation. It is a miracle where I stand now. Someone rolled away the great 

stone that I might experience new life, Easter! Who did it? I am grateful to all the people who 

helped me and continue to love me - those stone-rollers, including my life partner, Allan. And be-

hind that, God’s powerful love, smiling and shouting “Hey, we did it! Rolled away Megumi’s great 

stone!” 

I wondered how I can live out my “Gratitude.” Who brought me my new life - an Easter moment? In 

gratitude, I have joined the stone-rollers! Yes, I have been trying to do what I can do. How about 

yourself? Who helped roll away a great stone in your own life -whatever your big challenge was? 

With gratitude and love, come now and join the stone-rollers! Alleluia! 

   Submitted by Megumi Matsuo Saunders 
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A journal of Love and Gratitude…… by Janet Gray (she/her) on Sci’anew Territory 

In the morning as I wake - I breathe deeply, grateful for the fresh air. I remind myself how grate-
ful I am for a good nights sleep. I breathe again deeply and slowly - filling my lungs with air. I am 
grateful for health. In the midst of a global pandemic, gratitude and love are words  that have be-
come ‘highlighted or emblazened’ on my mind and heart.I drink my coffee and eat breakfast. 
Globally and locally, we are all experiencing Covid yet I know that we are not all experiencing the 
same daily truths! There are the familiar divisions between those that have money and those that 
do not. Racism and colonial structures are embedded in our behaviour and policies. This means a 
lot when it comes to choices we get to make all the while trying to stay safe and Covid free. 

Shallow breath - in and out. There are the political divisions that we have seen playing out all 
around us and the choices and priorities are made as to who and which businesses get supported 
financially, globally who gets vaccines and who doesn’t. There are the unequal and unsettling care 
of elders in residences across this country that have been laid bare for all to see. There are those 
that are alone, isolated from family and community. There has been much illness and death. I 
could go on but you get the picture. I acknowledge my own privilege. 

I breathe, and think of the word ‘ruach’ and the song “spirit of god, come unto me”. Ruach is a 
Hebrew world for breath, spirit, or wind. I thank the Creator of All, that nourishes and breathes 
spirit into all that is living. I breathe out and feel filled with the blessings of life. I breathe in and 
breathe out deeply, life is such a gift and yet surrounded by news and daily routines of wearing 
masks, keeping my distance from anyone outside my bubble, I remember that illness and death 
looms before me/us. 

I go outside and head towards my garden. I breathe in - and think about how love and responsibil-
ity for this land and these waters have guided decisions by Indigenous people for millennium. I am 
grateful for their stewardship and acknowledge the gifts we have been given to live  here on this 
land. I also acknowledge that my family, my community and my church have been part of the his-
toric and present trauma inflicted on these first peoples causing untold harm for generations. I 
want to work for change, I have a vision of a more just world. I am grateful for the strength and 
the wisdom that comes from the elders and indigenous people I have met and listened to. I love 
the fragrances of spring…the willow, the maples, the lilacs in my garden! 

An eagle soars above my head as I work in the garden and she lands in one of our Grand Fir tree 
tops, a favourite perch! She begins her unique call, perhaps beckoning her mate or young one? I 
am losing my hearing but I am so grateful to be able to still hear birds, our bird relations, with 
whom I share this place. I breathe out. 

I stop in next door to visit my mother, my elder. She is getting ready to bake her weekly bread, 
first grinding the wheat to flour, then she will add her porridge mix and yeast. At 90+ she is a 
force to reckon with and I am grateful for her health, her ‘ruach’ and her attitude that inspires 
and creates laughter. Laughter that is great for my health and my soul. I will look forward to the 
taste of her fresh bread later. I am grateful for our elders and the love of family and life instilled 
in me early on and I have a responsibility to share this with others. 

“I can’t breathe” has been three words that I have heard repeated hundreds of times this year. 
These words have flashed across screens and airwaves and although, they are just 3 simple words, 
they carry meanings that are loaded; loaded with fear for some - truth and reality for far too 
many. I don’t want to return to what was before, I want change. I want breath and health for eve-
ryone. The Creator has given ‘ruach’ to all living creatures and I have a responsibility to love and 
gratefully live in right relationship with all of creation. 

I remind myself to breathe deeply - again and again and again. In and out, in and out, in and out. 

   Submitted by Janet Gray 
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We have come to the end of our summer booklet. We focused on Love and Gratitude and I want to 

express mine to the authors and editors who put these readings together. Thank you, Marion Den-

ton and all the writers you encouraged! Thank you, Fiona, Shirley,  and all who helped in the Of-

fice to achieve this finished product. Thank you to all who have kept the doors of our hearts open 

while the doors of the church had to be closed. We have learned a lot of what really matters to 

this community of faith. It is not an exaggeration to say I have witnessed deep love for this com-

munity as people stayed apart to keep each other safe. As folks kept meeting, in new ways, knit-

ting, in the old way, and everything in between to be active in ministry in spite of all the changes 

around us, we learned the divine love sustains us even in the incredible stress and strain of a glob-

al pandemic still unfolding in different parts of the world. The love described as the 0ffer of Divine 

friendship saved us from the ravages of isolation and fear. We have focused on the inspiring stories 

of our community of faith this summer. 

With deepest appreciation I say thanks 

See you this fall I hope!! 

Blessings 

Shelagh 
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